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TREND AND STYLE GUIDE

Founded in 1986, Aarhus, Denmark IdHAIR has grown quickly and become recognised as a trustworthy,
dynamic and forward thinking company. After the amazing success of IdHAIR wax now selling over
1.000.000 pots per year it was time for further growth and expansion. This started with ownership of a
research and manufacturing facility in Sweden allowing the combination of industry experts the company
now employ, along with a chemist to produce and develop exciting products for the hair care market.
Our mission is to become the best partner for hairdressers around the world. We will do that by living up to
our motto: Innovation, commitment, cooperation and education.
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FUZZY BENDS

7

TOP KNOT

8

OVERSIZED BRAIDS

Untamed in the best way. Embracing the natural texture, frizz
is in. Perfect choice if you don’t want to fight high humidity. Let
the curls be your best accessory.

The style works for every occasion. It’s simplicity is elegant and
classic. Super sleek sophisticated to messy chic. It’s popularity
only becomes bigger as the weather gets warmer.

Braids are incredible examples of how you can change your
look. Half up half down styles introduce more variety into your
braided hair. Braid loosely to make your braid dimensional and
with more character.

13 STRAIGHT UP LUXE

The more dramatic, the better. Sleek, super straight and with a
low slicked-down side parting. Combine the sleek shine top with
texture in the lengths for a Touch-Me-Texture-Look.

INSPIRATION FOR
HAIRSTYLING

14 BALLERINA BUNS

The polished bun is a classic style for all bridal parties. Timeless
and stylish the ballerina bun is an elegant and practical hairstyle.
Double the bun and create your own trendy version.

19 CROWN BRAID

A beautiful style that can be dressed up or down and worn
anywhere. Disney princesses or Game Of Thrones, french or
dutch braid that circles the perimeter of your head.

20 DREADS FOR A DAY

This unique style has been around forever and it´s still going
strong. Dreadlocks is a fashion statement and makes you a true
individual.

25 LONG PIXIE STYLE

Perfect way to stand out from the crowd. Hard and soft lines
together create a finish that embodies femininity and strength.
Placement of extra hair can create various looks for your pixie cut.

26 UNDERSTANDING THE
WORLD OF FRINGES
28 FRINGES AND FACE SHAPE
30 FAUX HAWK

Less intense than a traditional mohawk but still eye-catching. Sides
are shorter than the strip of hair on your head but there is no big
distinction between them.

33 METALLIC UP STYLE

Braid, twist and sleek. Half up or all hair up. The statement
comes with the accessories. Gold, silver or flower, the trend
is open for everything. Be creative and finish your look with a
head-turning look.

We have divided IdHAIR Elements Xclusive styling into three lines. Blow, Play
and Finish. This helps to guide you to the right product. But since many of the
products are multifunctional, you are more than welcome to mix the lines and fx.
finish with a play product. It’s all up to you.

FUZZY BENDS

Untamed in the best way. Embracing the natural texture, frizz is in.
Perfect choice if you don’t want to fight high humidity. Let the curls be
your best accessory.
//////////////////

BLOW

PRODUCT: BEACH SPRAY
Use Beach Spray, dry your hair and repeat one more time.
This will create maximum of texture.

PLAY

PRODUCTS: HEAT SHIELD + INSTANT TEXTURE
Spray your hair with Heat Shield and pack as many spiral curls in as possible.
Brush them out, then back comb and create your shape with
Instant Texture spray.

FINISH

PRODUCT: FLEXIBLE HAIRSPRAY
Pin up your hair to create a bob shape and finish with Flexible Hairspray.
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EDGY EFFORTLESS

CENTER PARTED

FACE FRAMING FRINGE

ULTIMATE FOUNDATION

CROWN THE STYLE

HAIR JEWELLERY

HIGH BUN

BACK-BRAIDED TOP KNOT

TOP KNOT

The style works for every occasion. It’s simplicity is elegant and classic.
Super sleek sophisticated to messy chic. It’s popularity only becomes
bigger as the weather gets warmer.
//////////////////

BLOW

PRODUCT: BEACH SPRAY
Blow dry your hair without a brush until it’s almost dry. Clip up the top and
finish drying the sections using a brush to pull hair taut, aming the nozzle
toward the end.

PLAY

PRODUCT: TOUGH TEXTURE WAX
Place your hair into 4 ponytails. Leave fringe area down if you want. Be sure
to tease the hair before wrapping it into a bun. Pull at the bun to add volume.
Use the Tough Texture Wax to give your hair a good grip during the process.

FINISH

PRODUCTS: INSTANT TEXTURE + FLEXIBLE HAIRSPRAY
Create a perfect frame with the fringe area. Use the Instant Texture spray to
shape the look as wanted and finish with Flexible Hairspray.
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OVERSIZED
BRAIDS

Braids are incredible examples of how you can change your look. Half
up half down styles introduce more variety into your braided hair. Braid
loosely to make your braid dimensional and with more character.
//////////////////

BLOW

PRODUCT: FIBER FOAM
Apply the Fiber Foam into damp hair. Use a roundbrush to create volume
and smoothness.

PLAY

PRODUCTS: INSTANT TEXTURE + POWDER BOOST
Spray your hair with Instant Texture and wrap twist your hair around a
medium to large size curling iron. Separate the curls using your fingers and
Powder Boost to create fuzzy bends/curls.

FINISH

PRODUCT: FLEXIBLE HAIRSPRAY
Take a large section in the front and do a braid to create a half upstyle.
Finish up with Flexible Hairspray to lock the look into place.
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HALF-UP STYLE
PERFECTLY FUZZY BENDS

BARELY-THERE WAVES
SINGLE BRAIDS

WE HAVE
MADE IT EASY
– YOU JUST HAVE TO CHOOSE
When entering the world of IdHAIR Colours you
have two options. Choose one or both.

A versatile hair colour range with build-in smart technology.
Anti-age Complex is a micro pigments system, that protect the
hair colour due to plant extracts, fruit oils along with powerful
anti-oxidants as they are carried deep into the cortical area of
the hair shaft. This results in truly longer lasting, more conditioned, anti-ageing results on all hair types.

This is the system you want if you are looking for a system
without ammonia, PPD and resorcinol. The next generation of
hair colouring. With Anti-age complex that works to lock the
colour pigments deep into the hair. Hair Paint Free also contains the innovative Care System, that reduces colour loss and
prolong the colour intensity and durability.

SLICKED-DOWN SIDE FRINGE

WASH-AND-WEAR

ACCESSORIZE, ACCESSORIZE, ACCESSORIZE

SIDE PARTED FRINGE

STRAIGHT
UP LUXE

The more dramatic, the better. Sleek, super straight and with a low
slicked-down side parting. Combine the sleek shine top with texture in
the lengths for a Touch-Me-Texture-Look.
//////////////////

BLOW

PRODUCT: STYLING FOAM
Work Styling Foam through damp hair and dry into position for a low side
parting. Keep it sleek without volume.

PLAY

PRODUCT: SPRAY WAX
By the use of Spray Wax bring the fringe to the side and place a pin or a
another accessory to hold it perfectly in place.

FINISH

PRODUCT: MIRACLE SERUM
Use a small amount of Miracle Serum to create the last finish of a
high shine sleek-look.
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BALLERINA
BUNS

The polished bun is a classic style for all bridal parties. Timeless and
stylish the ballerina bun is an elegant and practical hairstyle. Double the
bun and create your own trendy version.
//////////////////

BLOW

PRODUCT: BEACH SPRAY
Spray Beach Spray into damp hair and create texture and volume with your
fingers while blowdrying.

PLAY

PRODUCT: CONTROL WAX
Use a small amount of Control Wax and bring all the hair into a
high and loose ponytail.

FINISH

PRODUCT: INTENSE HAIRSPRAY
Back comb the ponytail and place a rubberband halfway up the hair. Hold on
to a small strand of hair in the end and push the rest of the hair towards the
root to create a knot. Finish with Intense Hairspray.
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DOUBLE PONY

CURTAIN FRINGE

STATEMENT KNOTS

COLOURBOMB STYLE

NORDIC PRODUCT HARMONY

IdHAIR Elements Xclusive is beautiful and delicious hair in harmony with nature.
Innovative products of very high quality to pamper your hair.

NORDIC PRODUCT HARMONY
IdHAIR Elements Xclusive is beautiful and delicious hair in harmony with nature. With inspiration from the Danish coasts, we have created a Nordic design with focus on recycled
plastic where we have added innovative products of very high quality to pamper your hair.
Many of the ingredients are collected from nature and most of the products are produced
at our own facilities in Sweden. And as an extra bonus, all care products are vegan.
Even though the series is based on our Nordic heritage, we also searched around the world to find the best ingredients. Therefore a fusion of ingredients from all over the world is used in our products.

NEW - NEW - NEW

GAME OF THRONES BRAIDS
FRENCH BRAID
FREESPIRITED LOOK

CROWN BRAID

A beautiful style that can be dressed up or down and worn anywhere.
Disney princesses or Game Of Thrones, french or dutch braid that circles
the perimeter of your head.
//////////////////

BLOW

PRODUCTS: 911 RESCUE SPRAY + BEACH SPRAY
Spray damp hair with 911 Rescue Spray and Beach Spray to create texture
with shine by using a paddle brush and high heat wind from blow dryer.

PLAY

PRODUCTS: DRY SHAMPOO + HEAT SHIELD
Part half head away to front and apply Dry Shampoo to create texture to
make the braiding easier. Apply Heat Shield and straighten the back section
with a flat iron into desired shape.

FINISH

PRODUCT: FLEXIBLE HAIRSPRAY
Braid the front of your hair to both sides as loose as possible, allowing
strands to fall as they may. Finish the look with Flexible Hairspray.
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DREADS
FOR A DAY

This unique style has been around forever and it´s still going strong.
Dreadlocks is a fashion statement and makes you a true individual.
//////////////////

BLOW

PRODUCT: CURL CREATOR
Apply Curl Creator and blowdry your hair with high heat and low wind to
create a curly texture in your hair.

PLAY

PRODUCT: INTENSE HAIRSPRAY
Pick a section and lightly backcomb the hair. Spray the ”dread” form using
Intense Hairspray making sure to coat both sides.

FINISH

PRODUCTS: STRONG GEL + POWDER BOOST
Twist into a dread-like form and apply heat with a flat iron. Finish with Strong
Gel and Powder Boost
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TEMPORARY DREADS

FAKE IT DREADS

HIPPIE STYLE

STYLE
YOUR
LIFE
_
PLAY
IT
LIKE
BENDTNER
PERSONALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE
Play your life with individuality and guts.
No one can decide your looks or your style.
Your hair is a part of your identity, and you are in total control.
Make sure it works - Everyday

SMOOTH CROP

SCULPTED LOOK
STATEMENT STYLE

TAPERED BOWL CUT

LONG PIXIE
STYLE

Perfect way to stand out from the crowd. Hard and soft lines together
create a finish that embodies femininity and strength. Placement of extra
hair can create various looks for your pixie cut.
//////////////////

BLOW

PRODUCTS: STYLING FOAM + MIRACLE SERUM
Wrap dry your hair using the head shape as your foundation. Brush the hair
in the direction of the cuticle to promote control and shine. Begin with a
vertical section at the neck, working sections forward towards face.

PLAY

PRODUCTS: HEAT SHIELD + SPRAY WAX
Use the Heat Shield and flat iron to finish the shape.

FINISH

PRODUCT: SPRAY WAX
Style your final look with Spray Wax and add extentions to
create a statement style.
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UNDERSTANDING THE
WORLD OF FRINGES
///
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FRINGES AND
FACE SHAPE
//////////////////

ROUND FACE
HOT
– Side-swept fringes with strong angle

NOT
- Straight fringes

OVAL FACE
HOT
– You are lucky! You can pull
off any style of fringes

NOT
– None

SQUARE FACE
HOT
– Long and heavy/curtain fringes
and heavy side-swept fringes

NOT
– Short/micro fringes
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LONG FACE/HIGH FOREHEAD
HOT
– Long and soft/side-swept with a
lot of choppy layers.

NOT
- Micro fringes/short in any way

HEART SHAPED FACE
HOT
- Layered side fringes/angle from top
of eyebrow to top of cheekbones

NOT
- Full-fringe

3 GOOD ADVICE FOR FRINGES
1

Wash often.
– your fringe is near
your skin and build
up grease and oil.
If you are in a
hurry, go for a
dry shampoo.

2

Trim every 2-3 weeks
to maintain the
right length.
And do not cut your
own fringes. It is not as
easy as it looks.

3

Style your fringe
every morning.
It is your fringe
that gives the first
impression of you.
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FAUX HAWK

Less intense than a traditional mohawk but still eye-catching. Sides are
shorter than the strip of hair on your head but there is no big distinction
between them.
//////////////////

BLOW

PRODUCT: BEACH SPRAY
Use your fingers to blow dry the hair into shape. Keep in mind that you need
a lot of volume. When hair is nearly dry spray in Beach Spray and continue
drying until completely dry.

PLAY

PRODUCTS: DRY SHAMPOO + CONSTRUCTUR WAX
Spray your hair with Dry Shampoo before beginning your styling with
Constructur Wax.

FINISH

PRODUCT: FLEXIBLE HAIRSPRAY
Use Flexible Hairspray and blow dry to shape your final look.
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LOW FADE

LONG FRINGE

EDGY

TWIST

BRAID

SLEEK

METALLIC
UP STYLE

Braid, twist and sleek. Half up or all hair up. The statement comes with the
accessories. Gold, silver or flower, the trend is open for everything.
Be creative and finish your look with a head-turning look.
//////////////////

BLOW

PRODUCT: 911 RESCUE SPRAY
Use a paddle brush and 911 Rescue Spray to smooth the hair for the updo.

PLAY

PRODUCT: CONTROL WAX
Part the hair into 3 sections and braid your hair from front to back with
Control Wax to achieve a sleek shiny look.

FINISH

PRODUCT: INSTANT TEXTURE
Add on your hair jewellery and shape the look with Instant Texture.
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22 different colours
direct dye, semi-colour and colour
refresher - all in one!

PROFESSIONAL HAIRCARE & STYLING LINE

OUT NOW
IdHAIR Company A/S | Lægårdsvej 28
8520 Lystrup | Denmark | www.idhair.dk

